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INTRODUCTION

The EU took an important step with its political decision enshrined in Regulation 683/2008 to 
put in place an autonomous global satellite navigation system under EU ownership and under 
EU management. In accordance with this Regulation the Commission has to present in 2010 a 
proposal covering the public funds and commitments needed for the financing programming 
period starting in 2014 as well as scenarios for the exploitation of the Galileo system.

The present Working Document aims at providing a first assessment of the implementation of 
the European Global Satellite Navigation Systems (GNSS) (Galileo and EGNOS) and at 
launching the debate on its future governance and financing. It provides at this stage more 
questions than answers. The rapporteur will benefit from the exchange of views with other 
fellow MEPs, EU institutions and stakeholders at large to enrich and refine these reflections in 
view of preparing his draft report.

Galileo – A brief outline
Galileo is the European global satellite navigation system (GNSS) developed by the European
Union. It is expected to consist of 30 satellites in an orbit with an altitude of approx. 23,000 
km above the surface of the earth, and a worldwide net of approximately 40 ground stations. 
As a second generation satellite navigation system, Galileo will offer several signal 
enhancements resulting in improved accuracy, more resistance against multi-path reflections 
and interference and provides with global integrity a main differentiator to the US Global 
Positioning System (GPS). 
Two main reasons have led the EU to the decision of setting up its own global satellite 
navigation system: Europe’s independence from other global navigation systems and 
autonomy, and secondly, to get a share in this tremendously growing worldwide high-tech 
market, which is practically today dominated by the US GPS.

Q: Are these reasons s t i l l  valid? Are there other reasons that could justify 
increasing/decreasing support to these programmes?

Comparison of Global Navigation Satellite Systems
Unlike GPS and also the Russian Glonass system, Galileo is designed “as a civil system under 
civil control”. 

With the launch of the first Chinese COMPASS satellite on 2007 we can expect soon a new 
(the fourth global one after GPS, Glonass and Galileo) satellite navigation system in orbit. It 
is not known at present how fast the Chinese side can build up the system (before Galileo 
FOC in 2013?). India is building up its regional system (IRNSS – Indian Regional Navigation 
Satellite System) and Japan its Quasi-Zenith System (QZSS). Our competitors have become 
stronger and we can assume that they are advancing dynamically (for reference see table in 
Annex 1). This means that the global market for Galileo is narrowing.
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I. IMPLEMENTATION ASSESSMENT

The Galileo project is carried out in four phases:

(1) The Definition Phase was completed in 2001 and resulted in the system design and 
architecture as well as in the definition of the services.

(2) The Development and Validation Phase started in 2002 and should originally run until 
2005. Two experimental satellites (GIOVE-A, GIOVE-B) were launched which fulfilled 
the primary task to securing the frequency filings. In-Orbit Validation (IOV) using four 
fully-fledged satellites are expected to be launched towards the end of 2010 and the 
beginning of 2011.

(3) The Deployment Phase is building up the full Galileo system by launching the remaining 
26 satellites and building up the ground structure.

(4) The Operational Phase originally planned to be carried out by the concessionaire in PPP 
will start after the full operational capability (FOC) most likely in 2014.

Q: Which lessons can be drawn from the definition and validation phases? What could be 
the impact of a reduced constellation of satellites (18 planned) or a delayed implementation 
of the full constellation?

Public governance, management structure and procurement strategy

Galileo was intended to be developed as a Public Private Partnership (PPP) where industry 
(“the concessionaire”) would contribute 1.4 B€ against 700 M€ from the EU budget. PPP 
negotiations collapsed in spring 2007 and have led to a re-profiling of the Galileo system. The 
European GNSS Programme is now funded fully by the Union budget with a budget of 3.4 
B€. It is questionable that due to increased costs, notably launchers, this budget will allow the 
launching of the 26 additional satellites.

The GNSS Regulation 683/2008 re-profiles the European GNSS programmes by establishing 
a legal and financial framework for the 2008-2013 period. The new public governance and 
management of the Galileo programme can be summarised as follows:

 Political oversight is assured by the European Parliament and the Council. A Galileo 
Inter-institutional Panel has been created to this end.

 The Commission acts as “programme manager”. The Commission is assisted by a 
“Committee on the European GNSS Programme” with representatives of the member 
states.

 The GNSS Agency (GSA)1 is assisting the Commission, acts as Accreditation Authority
and is responsible for preparing the market and organizing certification.

 The European Space Agency (ESA) is the “prime contractor” or “procurement agent” 
and “design authority”.

                                               
1 The GSA was established as a Community Agency on 12 July 2004, by Council Regulation 1321/2004, status 
amended in 2006 by Council Regulation No 1942/2006. It is currently being amended to align it with Regulation 
683/2008. 
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 Galileo is owned by the European Union.

In order to carry out the political oversight of the programme, at the initiative of the European 
Parliament a Galileo Inter-institutional Panel (GIP) consisting of representatives of the 
Parliament, the Council and the Commissions was set up. This seems to be a good instrument 
to ensure transparency and accountability of the programme. Through the GIP, the Parliament 
has taken increased responsibility for the programme.

Q1: How could the supervisory role of GIP be strengthened? Should the GIP also make use 
of the possibility to provide opinions?

In its new role as programme manager, the Commission has been able to implement 
decision- making structures and ensure that the necessary framework is in place. The multi-
annual delegation agreement signed with ESA clarified the roles and responsibilities of ESA 
as procurement agent and overall system prime contractor. In its new role as programme 
manager, the Commission has launched important initiatives to reach the milestones needed 
for the further achievement of the objectives of the programmes:

 Transfer of programme responsibility for EGNOS from the European Space Agency 
(ESA) to the Commission on 1 April 2009, conclusion of agreement for EGNOS 
operations until 2013 and EGNOS open service declared operational in October 2009

 The first three contracts for system engineering and the construction and launch of 14 
additional Galileo satellites on top of the four satellites initially commissioned by ESA 
have been awarded in January 2010. Within the first half of 2010, contracts for the 
ground segment and operations are to follow 

 The first four "fully featured" Galileo satellites (IOV satellites) are expected to be 
launched towards the end of 2010 and the beginning of 2011.

According to the Commission, a refined implementation approach will allow for the 
provision of “early services” (open service, search and rescue, PRS) in 2014 and within the 
current budget. 

Q: Is the re-profiling of the programme proving to be successful? Has the programme 
gained new dynamism and become more transparent?

The deployment of the full Galileo constellation will be procured in accordance with the EU 
rules on public procurement and the Financial Regulation. The adopted procurement strategy 
should enable competition as well as dual or multiple sourcing for items whenever possible
since these are the main instruments for keeping the costs down. The basic principles 
governing the procurement in the deployment phase of Galileo aim at open access and fair 
competition to create a level-playing field for potential bidders. The procurement has been 
split into six main work packages, with a bidding entity being allowed to bid for the role of 
prime contractor for a maximum of two of these work packages, while at least 40% of the 
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aggregate value of activities must be contracted out by competitive tendering amongst entities 
not forming part of the entity that is the prime contractor.

Q: What lessons can be drawn from the first three contracts for system engineering and the 
construction and launch of 14 additional Galileo satellites? How has competition been 
promoted through the first procurement contracts? Is principle of multiple or dual sourcing 
working in practice?

A key role will be certainly the Commission-ESA relation which has to be worked out. ESA 
(which has a different member community than the European Union) has to follow the 
Community’s procurement rules (different from ESA's usual geographical return principle) 
thereby ensuring that it can build-up, as design authority, a state-of-the-art competitive 
satellite navigation system. 

Q: How can ESA be incentivised to become an even more efficient procurement agent?

Regulation 683/2008 also enshrined as a principle the "balanced participation of industry at 
all levels, including in particular SMEs, across the Member States"

Q:  Has this objective been fulfilled so far? What can be done to improve SME 
participation?

Costs and financing
The costs of the in-orbit validation phase increased substantially compared with the financial 
envelope (426 million Euros of cost overruns). Given the interdependencies between the IOV 
and FOC phase for which it was now responsible, the Commission therefore undertook to find 
a financing solution using the Union budget. It proposed to use the FOC management reserve 
to cover a part of the additional IOV costs. While using the FOC reserve to cover the 
additional costs of the IOV phase has solved an urgent problem that threatened the schedule 
and budget of the deployment of Galileo, it obviously creates constraints on the 
implementation of the deployment phase itself. There is now little budgetary margin in the 
implementation of Galileo for the public and private sector stakeholders. Another problem is 
that the Union financing of EUR 3405 million included EUR 400 million made available from 
the Seventh Framework Programme. Regarding this amount it may be advisable for the 
Parliament to review whether this amount may negatively affect indispensable relevant 
research.
For details on costs and financing please refer to Annex 2.

Q: Which risks can the deployment phase face due to the lack of budgetary margin?

Q: Which implications have the reallocation of FP7 budget to fund the FOC phase?
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II. FUTURE CHALLENGES

In order for Europe to achieve a fully independent, state-of-the-art, global navigation satellite 
system, a constellation of 30 satellites including adequate ground infrastructure is 
required. Galileo has been optimized to fill the needs of various user groups and will not only 
be fully compatible to GPS but also offer new services world-wide which are not available 
from other systems. Any radical changes to the actual system configuration – including de-
scoping – would bring risks for delays, require costly redesign, and would destabilise the user
base world-wide.

The role as system owner is a completely new one for the Union, and therefore we need to 
take important and driving decisions:

 The clarification of the liability regime for the satellite navigation, with special regard to 
the EGNOS, has to be speeded up to mitigate the liability risk of service for safety critical 
applications.

 Intellectual property rights or risk management are also indispensable elements 
resulting from ownership.

The Commission Action Plan for fostering the development of new GNSS applications and 
services needs also to be swiftly put in place. The Action Plan should aim at creating a 
strategic framework of multi-faceted promotion and support measures, including a suite of 
regulatory and financial instruments, for accelerating the time-to-market and the rate of 
penetration of European GNSS-based products and services and should be properly 
coordinated with the resources of the 7th Framework Programme devoted to supporting 
research activity. The strategic aim will be to enhance the competitive position and the 
capability of response of the European industry, creating the conditions for heightening their 
market share on both the established and, more crucially, the high-value emerging GNSS-
related markets. Some priorities to be considered in the Action Plan are:

 Strengthening and accelerating the use of Public Regulated Services (PRS), which 
would differentiate Galileo from military funded programmes; 

 Promotion of standardisation, compatibility and interoperability activities (GNSS 
Regulation, Art.6a(2));

Now that the first tranche of financing has been successfully awarded – which will bring 
Galileo to a constellation of 18 satellites by 2014 and allow for early services to be offered 
worldwide – the EU is required to announce its intentions for the future.

International activities 
The main challenge for the international activities of the GNSS Programmes in 2009 will be 
to ensure the compatibility and interoperability with Galileo, to access global GNSS-related 
resources and set worldwide standards, to ensure security of the space segment and network 
of ground stations, while ensuring a stricter control of sensitive GNSS technologies developed 
with European funding, to join in an international effort to develop innovative applications 
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and specialised applications of supra-regional interest. An important objective will be to 
create market opportunities for the European GNSS technology and applications industries.

Q: What are the main risks and challenges at international level?

III. FINANCING PERSPECTIVES: COSTS, REVENUES AND EXPLOITATION MODELS
Costs for the exploitation of EGNOS and Galileo are estimated by the Commission at 
~ 750 M€ per year1. A long-term commitment by the Union to bear these costs will be 
required to guarantee the long-term stability of EGNOS and Galileo and for the users to 
maximise their benefits from the services offered.
Without taking into account cost escalation, Galileo and EGNOS exploitation costs are 
estimated at about 650 M€ and 100 M€ per year respectively, the main components being:

 ~ 25% for system development;

 ~ 25% for replacement and replenishment;

 ~ 20% for operations and maintenance.

Q: Does this budget seem commensurate with the importance of Galileo for the Union? 
Should the budget for Galileo be assured by the Union budget solely?
Operation and exploitation after 2013
The Commission has launched a comprehensive feasibility to obtain a clear and timely 
identification of the possible scenarios and means for operation and exploitation after 2013. 
This includes all commercial aspects of the exploitation as well as the legal, contractual and 
financing structures of the different exploitation models. On the basis of the results of the 
analysis, and in accordance with the GNSS regulation, the Commission will make a proposal 
to the Parliament and Council.

One of the reasons that the “Public-Private Partnership” (PPP) negotiations with the possible 
“concessionaire” failed in spring 2007 is that industry did not want to overtake the risks. 
When analysing these ones, it is to some extent understandable that the necessary experiences 
for a proper risk assessment were not yet available. In other words, it is probable worth to re-
discuss these issues after enough Galileo satellites are tested in orbit.
A possible scenario for the operation and exploitation of Galileo may look then like follows:

 Start of operations after 2013 with an operator (Commission) for a short period of, say, 
five years.

 After that time enough information should be available to make a sound decision about 
the business model for the operation and maintenance of the Galileo system. In particular, 
at that time it can be reliably decided whether a financing under a public-private 
partnership principle is still possible, or other forms of funding are required.

The business model for the operational phase has still to be studied in the next years enabling 
private industry to assess more accurate the possibilities of commercial revenues and gaining 
more experiences with the system itself. 

                                               
1 2009 economic conditions without cost escalation.
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Q: Should the operation and exploitation of Galileo lie in the hands of the Commission? 
Should a private “concessionaire” operate Galileo? What other possibilities should be 
studied? When should the decision be taken?
Some remarks on the commercial potential of Galileo
Possible revenues discussed for Galileo up till now are mainly based on three major sources:

(i) Fees for authentication of the Open Service (OS), receiver fees and royalties, etc. (OS 
itself is free of charge). Due to the EU-US 2004 agreement interoperability between 
Galileo and GPS is ensured, and thus, there will be only combined receivers on the 
market. Since the EU-US agreement has also agreed on non-discrimination of 
products of both systems and free trade, it is questionable whether fees or royalties can 
be put on such receivers.

(ii) Provision of PRS to the European governments. PRS policy is not yet finally defined 
and discussed. Revenues depend on the political will of the Member States to use PRS 
and to pay for its service.

(iii) High Accuracy Service of the Commercial Service (CS). High accuracies (in the 
centimetre/millimetre range) are mainly asked in surveying which represent < 1 % of 
the overall satellite navigation market. Positioning accuracies in 1-2 meter range are 
provided by the augmentation systems like EGNOS, WAAS, MSAS, GRAS and 
GAGAN free-of-charge.

The US considered these questions already in 1995 in two studies which have led to the US 
GPS Policy Presidential Decision Directive of 29 March 1996 that came to the conclusion that 
a satellite navigation system like GPS should be considered as a “public good”, as 
infrastructure of a country paid for by general revenues like value-added taxes on products 
and general taxes by (newly-creating) navigation-related industry. Therefore the 
recommendation was to refrain from imposing a receiver tax or special fees, since enforcing 
payments or fees would be difficult or impossible. 
Moreover, with the future existence of four global (Compass, Galileo, Glonass, GPS) and two 
regional (QZSS - Japan, IRNSS - India) satellite navigation systems, competition will be even 
higher. None of the other systems has announced plans for direct commercial revenues. 
Considering the corresponding 1995 findings of the US with the GPS and the occurrence of 
other global navigation satellite systems over the next years, it will be more than difficult to 
recover direct revenues. 

IV. THE WAY FORWARD
The justification for public funding of a satellite navigation system has definitely to be seen in 
its strategic nature of this high-tech field and market of the future as well as in the indirect 
income governments will achieve by taxes from new enterprises, various related tax revenues, 
etc.

In order for the downstream industry to invest in research and development of receivers, 
applications as well as in the commercialisation of services, and for users to invest in such 
equipment and adopt the services, a long-term commitment of the owner of Galileo and 
EGNOS is essential. Only if this commitment is achieved, Galileo will be able to position 
itself as the second system of choice for existing satellite navigation services (mostly in the 
mass market) and as the first system of choice for innovative navigation products requiring 
high-accuracy or authentication.
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Such long-term commitment would benefit of an unequivocal political statement of the 
European Parliament and the Council that the EU:

 Underlines the strategic importance of satellite navigation for its economic development 
and its security needs;

 Develops, procures and puts into operation all the necessary infrastructure elements
over the long-term and ensures operations of a global satellite navigation system as well 
as for a regional satellite-based augmentation system;

 Will ensure that a stable governance model is put into place which is mandated to 
design, build, and operate this infrastructure and which will provide all service facilities 
world-wide necessary for the stable performance of the system;

 Engages in the necessary research and development activities to assist the downstream 
industry and implements actions in the area of downstream applications to enable the 
European industry to fully reap the benefits of this important market;

 Seeks to integrate satellite navigation as a core element in the development of other 
policies and thereby assist in the pursuit of major political challenges of our times such as 
climate change, ecological preservation and sustainable transport. 

 Reviews regularly its financing arrangements to support the above objectives.
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ANNEX 1: GALILEO - GPS - GLONASS OVERVIEW
*compilation derived from various sources

System Name
European Stellite 

Navigation System 
(GALILEO)

Global Positioning 
System (GPS)

GLObal NAvigation Satellite 
System (GLONASS)

Nominal 
constellation 30 24 24

Full operational 
capability 2013 1995 1995 (GLONASS)

2010 (GLONASS-M)
Curent 
constellation 0 30 19

Operational Date 2014 1995 1995
Coverage Global Global Global
Cost 5B$ 14B$1

System situation 
(as of 1st January 
2009)

Development for ESA 
of 2 test bed satellites 
GIOVE A1 launched 
in December 2005 and 
GIOVE-B launched in 
April 2008. Contract 
ESA for 4 
preoperational IOV 
satellites to be 
launched in 2011

All satellites 
operating. Upgraded 
ground infrastructure 
with new control 
centre since late 
2005

18 operating satellites with 20 
GLONASS M launched during 
2005-2008. Further 12 
GLONASS M to be launched 
in 2009-2010. Development of 
smaller, lighter and more 
compact GLONASS -K

Prospects in 
preparation for the 
future

Operational 
constellation with the 
deployment of 14+4 
satellites to be 
contracted by the EU 
(six separate 
packages) for planned 
launches before 2014

Conversion of 8 
Block IIR in IIR M, 
contract for 12 Block 
IIF with 3rd civil 
signal. Contract with 
Lockhead Martin for 
more powerful and 
accurate GPS III - to 
be deployed during 
2014-2018.  

Operational global with 24 
satellites in 2010-2011. 
Launches after 2010 of up to 
27 GLONASS –K with Soyuz 
or Indian GSLV rockets. 
GLONASS KM series studied 
for deployment in 2015-2020.

Augmentation System
System Name EGNOSS WAAS LAAS SDCM
Nominal 
Constellation 3 2 2

Curent 
Constellation 3 2 0

Operational Date 2009 IOC 2003 TBD
Coverage Europe North America Russia

                                               
1  Estimated total cost of GPS from 1974-2016 in constant 1995 dollars, including launch, ground system and 
operational expenses
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It is not known at present how fast the Chinese side can build up their system (before Galileo 
FOC in 2013?). However there are currently 3 satellites working in orbit.
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ANNEX 2: COSTS AND FINANCING
- snapshot of today situation

Item
EU 

planned
(M€)

EU
actual
(M€)

ESA
(M€) Others

Definition phase 80 80 80

Validation phase 820 1,246 974 35

Grand Total 900 1,326 1,054 35

Cost overruns 426

Item
EU 

planned
(M€)

EU
actual
(M€)

ESA
(M€) Others

Deployment phase (FOC) 3,405[1] 1,704 0 69

Space Segment 1,600 963[2]

Ground Segment 400 0[3]

Operations, Network and Sites 275 0[4]

Systems Engineering Support 150 85[5]

Procurement Agent 195 250
EGNOS Exploitations and operations (2008-
2013) 330 307

Programme management support and 
advisory services 27 19

Other costs (PRS pilot project and other 
studies) 0 78

Contingencies 428 2[6]

Remaining budget for full FOC deployment 1,701

                                               
[1] Including EUR 400 million made available from the Seventh Framework Programme for 
Research and Technological Development
[2] First 14 FOC satellites
[3] contracts has not been signed so far
[4] contracts has not been signed so far
[5] First work order
[6] Contingency used to finance IOV cost overruns of € 426 million.


